
Sprint LMS and STAR

Add new learner to STAR   Add new manager to STAR  

Move existing learner to manager or manager to learner in 

STAR
  Modify/delete existing learner or manager profiles  

Modify position type and door location   Suspend/terminate learners in STAR  

View training content   Restore terminated learners/managers from same dealership  

Ensure learners have the correct position type   Pull completion/compliance reports for dealership  

Pull completion compliance reports for all dealers supported  Pull attendance  

Pull roster reports  Use STAR to enroll learners in Sprint classes  

Verify completion of web prerequisites for upcoming training   Ensure compliance using the Dashboard report for dealership  

Ensure compliance using the Dashboard report for all 

dealerships


Ensure the Field Support to dealer door assignments are 

correct in iPOP 


When unresolvable, report STAR system issues  Address and troubleshoot basic STAR system issues  







Sprint LMS and STAR

 The dealer manager is responsible for maintaining their respective learner lists in STAR.

 The store manager ensures that his or her employees are set up in STAR, enrolled in classes, their site meets compliance, and that their 

learner list contains only active employees.

 Some dealers assign a store manager as a POC. The POC is a designated employee within the dealer who takes on some additional 

responsibility for their dealership in STAR. The POC can perform all the store manager tasks. If your dealer has a POC, then the store 

manager and POC should determine who’s responsible for completing the manager tasks. Review the matrix in STAR to see a complete list of 

store manager/POC tasks. To change Operational POC, submit a ticket via the “contact us” link in STAR.

 New managers should complete their respective Virtual Store Manager Training/Academy as outlined in the AR Training Requirement 

document posted on the Sprint Indirect website (postpaid only).

 The learner is responsible for accessing and completing assigned course and curriculum content in STAR.

 The Field Support (Indirect Account Executive (AE), Local Area Manager (LAM), and Indirect Sales Manager (ISM)) role strengthens the 

relationship and perception between Sprint, the dealers, and STAR, as well as ensuring dealer compliance with Sprint training requirements.

 They can perform all tasks a store manager/POC can and are granted some additional permissions in STAR. Review the matrix in STAR to 

see a complete list of Field Support tasks.


